
The Challenge of an Agenda 
  
Students like you and I, growing up in the         
2000s, know what it’s like to have a        
schedule. Indeed, between going to school,      
attending our driving licence, seeing friends      
and completing different tasks and chores at       
home, we surely know how it feels to have a          
busy life. In addition, many kids of our        
generation lived through a wave of divorces,       
forcing some of us to learn at an early age          
how to be organized. Having to compose       
with two houses definitely ha ve an impact       
on a kid’s or a teen’s daily life.  
 
As it is said, we tend to learn faster and          
more easily during our younger times, which       
means that we have gained experience with       
planning and handling things of our daily       
lives throughout the years. Without a doubt,       
living an over occupied life has positive       
impacts on us, teenagers, since it seems to        
affect the way we evolve as people.       
However, like in every circumstances, there      
are also negative sides to this situation. 
 
It is a fact that a busy life can create          
important sides effects such as stress and       
anxiety . Having every minutes of your day        
organized leaves no room for error, which is,        
without a doubt, a concern for teens and        
kids who shouldn’t be worried that much at        
this age.  
 
For a teen, social life is important. It’s a         
good way to relate to others who are        
experiencing the same changes and facing      
similar obstacles, and it helps to pass       
through many life issues. It’s also a way to         
feel a sense of belonging towards others,       
which is important for every human being.  
 
However, teens also experience pressure     
from their relatives to succeed in different       
life discipline such as having good grades,       
which involves many hours of work and       
concentration. Also having a part time job to        
save money and prepare for the future is a         

very stressful concept to think about. For       
some of us, even practicing a sport or any         
other passion can turn out to be a form of          
stress. At some point, it becomes harder to        
enjoy life if the mind is focused on the tasks          
that aren’t done and should be done on a         
daily base.  
 
As you might know, the teenage hood is an         
important moment in the lives of everyone       
since it’s during this time that we get to         
know ourselves, how we react to our       
surroundings, our qualities, our flaws and      
what we like and don’t like. Nevertheless, if        
all a teen is concern about is wondering if he          
will make it in time, there is not much time          
left to discover and become conscious of       
who they are. 
 
On a different note, it is true to say that          
having a charged schedule has also good       
impacts on the teens that we are, since it is          
harder for a student to waste time when        
everything planned has to fit in. Indeed, if        
well organized, the students will know when       
it’s time to do the serious stuff and when it’s          
okay to have fun and relax. Similarly,       
contrary to those with a light agenda who        
tend to badly invest their time, more       
occupied teens know when to foresee fun       
activities, mainly during their free time, and       
can end up practicing their favorite hobby       
more than those with an empty schedule. 
 
Moreover, for some of us, being occupied is        
very important because it can make us       
focus on different stuff instead of having too        
much time to waste to think of sad things or          
to stress about life issues. Also, having       
things to do can keep the mind occupied        
and help some of us avoid bad life habits         
such as biting our nails or tearing up things. 
 
Having a charged schedule isn’t a bad thing        
in itself since it do have positive sides but         
also negative ones. However, it is also true        
to say that seeing a busy schedule as a bad          
or a good thing only depends on the type of          



student that you are because everyone      
reacts differently to the things that are plan        
in a agenda.  


